
Technical description 
 
Building structures 
 
Drilled piles (down to the dolomite base) and a cast-in-place reinforced concrete structure.  
Floor structures made of cast-in-place concrete (22 cm). External walls, made partly of cast-in-place concrete 
(30 cm), partly of BAUROC. The roof is pitched, covered with rolled sections. 
 
 
Facade finish 
 
Ventilated facade made of natural stone panels mounted on aluminium sections. Spacious terraces with metal 
fencing.  
Additional thermal insulation of the facade for increasing the energy efficiency of the entire building. 

Utilities 
 
HEATING: connection to the Rigas Siltums central heating system; in apartments: high-quality 
Arbonia Rohrenradiator radiators made by a Swiss-German company. The possibility of both centralised and local 
temperature control is provided. Individual heat consumption metering system for each apartment, meter reading 
via a building management system.  

WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE: central (city) water supply; hot and cold water meters are installed in each 
apartment. Individual metering system for each apartment, meter reading via a building management system. 
Sewerage: the drainage system is connected to city networks. There are heated floors in the bathrooms, which are 
also equipped with dual fuel towel rails (heated by electricity and hot water). 

VENTILATION: in toilets, bathrooms and kitchens, forced ventilation is provided.  

POWER SUPPLY: from city electric networks; each apartment is equipped with an electricity consumption meter.  

COMMUNICATION NETWORKS AND DATA NETWORKS: Lattelecom optical data network (TET), with the possibility 
of connecting to a cable television network. 
 
APARTMENT ENTRANCE DOORS MADE TO SPECIAL ORDER: fire-resistant (Ei30), with excellent sound insulation, as 
well as stainless steel fittings made in Germany. The floor covering in the halls and on each storey is made of natural 
stone tiles produced by an Italian company. 
A spacious and silent Schindler elevator will take residents to their apartments. 

The residents’ safety and security is guaranteed by means of video surveillance cameras, intercoms, and chip access 
cards. 
The partially covered ground car park is equipped with an entrance gate, which is opened with a remote control.  

Window systems 
 
Windows made of natural wood, with a depth of 92 mm and a double glazing (consisting of three glass window 
panes) that meet modern requirements for sound insulation, thermal insulation, and environmental requirements. 
The windows on the south side of the building are protected by aluminium strips.  
 
 

Plans and specifications 
 
Floor structures made of cast-in-place concrete; inter-apartment walls, as well as interior walls ensure excellent 
sound insulation.  
Inter-apartment walls have additional sound insulation on both sides. 


